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Motivation
 Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) can be used as aerial base stations
(BSs) to deliver wireless connectivity during temporary events
 Since UAV-BSs are low power nodes, achieving higher energy efficiency
(EE) and spectral efficiency (SE) are of paramount importance

 Further, efficient placement of UAV-BSs is important to reap the
maximum capacity and coverage benefits

UAV-BSs serving during a fire

UAV-BSs serving at a stadium

Objectives
 Introduce non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) to UAVs for hot
spot scenario

 Introduce NOMA beamforming to serve multiple users within single
UAV beam
 Understand NOMA performance with angle, distance feedbacks

 Understand NOMA performance with different ordering criteria for
angle feedback
 Investigate the impact of user region geometry on the NOMA
feedback scheme

Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA)
 BS superposes messages of both users
together and generate DL signal

DL NOMA transmission
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 Strong user first perform successiveinterference-cancellation (SIC) and
then decodes his data

 Weak user directly decodes his
data considering strong user’s data
as noise

System Model
 Each UAV-BS: M elements array, Each MS:
single antenna
 User region : ∆, 𝐿1 , 𝐿2 with 𝐾 users

 User set, 𝒩U = 1, ⋯ 𝐾
 Users are distributed following a HPPP
 MISO channel vector, 𝒉𝑘 (𝑀 × 1) between
UAV-BS and 𝑘-th MS in user region:
3D footprint of the beam generated by UAV-BS

𝛼𝑘 : Complex gain of line
of sight (LoS) path
𝜃𝑘 : Angle-of-departure
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NOMA for UAV-BS Downlink (1)
 Users are ordered from best to worst w.r.t their channel quality
based on some criteria

𝑞1 > 𝑞2 ⋯ > 𝑞𝐾

(2)

 UAV-BS transmits signal x, by superposing messages of 𝒩N ⊂ 𝒩U
NOMA users

: 𝑘-th user power

(3)

allocation coefficient
: 𝑘-th user message
: Transmit power

(4)

: Noise at 𝑘-th user

 𝑘-th user receives signal 𝑦𝑘 in the downlink

NOMA for UAV-BS Downlink (2)
 𝑘-th user, first SIC and then decode its data
(5)
 Assuming each user has a quality-of-service (QoS) based target rate
ഥ 𝒌 , outage probability at 𝑘-th user can be given as
𝑹
(6)
where 𝜖𝑘 = 2𝑅ത 𝑘 − 1 and 𝒮𝐾 captures given condition on 𝐾

 Outage sum rate when 𝒮𝐾 denotes range of integers
(7)

Limited Feedback and User Ordering
Strategy for NOMA
 We consider two limited feedback schemes as captured in (1)
• Distance
• Angle with respect to boresight direction of the beam

 Based on above feedback schemes, three user ordering strategies are
considered
• Distance based ordering:
• Fejer-Kernel based ordering:
• Absolute angle based ordering:
where

Outage Probability with Limited Feedback
 Outage probability in (6) can be given as,
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The distance and angle of an arbitrary user are
statistically independent of each other
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 𝑓𝑑𝑘 𝑟 , 𝑓𝜃𝑘 𝜃 under different ordering criteria have been derived
to evaluate outage probabilities analytically using (9)

Impact of Ordering Strategy on Distance and
Angle Distributions
 When the user ordering criteria is a function of a particular variable,
that variable alters its unordered original distribution
 The other variable(s) follows its unordered original distribution

PDFs of angle distribution

PDFs of distance distribution

Ordered 𝒌-th user angle and distance distribution (𝒌 = 𝟐𝟎)

Simulation Settings

Two users are considered for
NOMA transmission

We compare NOMA performance with
orthogonal multiple access (OMA)

Sum Rates: NOMA vs OMA

Sum rates variation: j=20, i=25, ∆ = 𝟓 𝐝𝐞𝐠

Sum Rates: Fejer-Kernel and Distance based
Ordering

Sum rates variation: j=20, i=25

PDFs of Fejer-Kernel distribution

Sum Rates: Angle and Fejer-Kernel based
Ordering

Sum rates variation: ∆ = 𝟓 𝐝𝐞𝐠

PDFs of Angle Distribution

Variation of the Support of Angle PDFs

Support of the user angle PDFs: 𝑲 = 𝟏𝟐𝟓

Sum Rates Variation with User Region
Geometry

Distance ordering

Fejer-Kernel ordering

Rate difference
(Distance-Fejer-Kernel)

Sum rates with different user region geometries:
𝒉 = 𝟓𝟎 𝐦, 𝑷𝐓𝐱 = 𝟏𝟎 𝐝𝐁𝐦

Conclusion
• NOMA with beamforming enhances spectral efficiency of UAV-BSs
• NOMA with angle, distance feedback provide better sum rates
compared to OMA
• Feedback scheme for NOMA needs to be determined considering user
region geometry
• If Fejer-Kernel function is monotonically varying over the angle
support of NOMA users, both Fejer-Kernel and angle based ordering
provide similar sum rates
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